1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is a prevalent mental disorder affecting worldwide more than 4.4% of the population ([@bib0111]). According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition ([@bib0001]), long-lasting depressed mood and anhedonia are core symptoms of MDD. At the neural level, anhedonia is underpinned by a dysfunction of the reward circuitry, which is thought to constitute a major biological marker of MDD as well as a predisposition for increased vulnerability to MDD ([@bib0046]; [@bib0064]). The presence of anhedonic symptoms has been robustly associated with a dysregulation of reward processing in healthy adults ([@bib0018]; [@bib0045]), in MDD patients ([@bib0028]; [@bib0085]), and in unaffected offspring of MDD patients ([@bib0060]). Among MDD patients, a wealth of data provides strong evidence for impaired reward processes during the anticipation of a pleasurable event ([@bib0042]; for a review see: [@bib0113]). With the aim of understanding how reduced reward responsiveness might confer risk for major depression, recent studies have explored reward processes in first-degree relatives of MDD patients. Emerging findings show diminished striatal reactivity in unaffected offspring of MDD patients during the anticipation of potential rewards compared to healthy controls ([@bib0073]). With this in mind, the purpose of our study is to explore how both stress exposure and different levels of cognitive demands interact to modulate reward processing in individuals at increased familial risk for MDD, i.e., offspring of parents with a history of MDD.

Extensive research has demonstrated that stressful life events are intimately linked to depressive vulnerability by increasing the likelihood of the onset of the first depressive episode ([@bib0043]; [@bib0052]), as well as to relapse and recurrence of MDD ([@bib0010]; for a review see: [@bib0015]). Diathesis-stress models ([@bib0050]; [@bib0066]) propose that depressive symptoms result from an interaction between premorbid risk factors (e.g., abnormal reward function) and exposure to stressors. These models are consistent with the report of risk of developing a first depressive episode in individuals with a recent significant life stressor increased by factors of between 4 and 6.5 ([@bib0077]). In line with this notion, a disrupted reward system (risk factor) combined with a strong stress response might precipitate the emergence of MDD. In fact, findings have evidenced an association between stress exposure (e.g., threat-of-shock, negative performance feedback, or stressful life events) and both reward hypo-responsivity ([@bib0007]; [@bib0011]; [@bib0084]) and negative affect ([@bib0011]).

Cognitive deficit, such as working memory, constitutes another consistent symptom in depression ([@bib0001]; [@bib0006]; [@bib0019]). Such deficit can involve a reduction in cognitive resources or impaired inhibitory control over negative information which might give rise to negative cognitive biases underpinning subsequent depressive symptoms ([@bib0031], [@bib0032]; [@bib0038]; [@bib0090]). Of particular significance, reward is known to modulate cognitive performance by enhancing motivation to engage in cognitive effort, resulting in higher performance ([@bib0009]; [@bib0069]; [@bib0081]). When reward receipt is contingent upon instrumental performance, people are more willing to work harder (e.g., [@bib0062]; [@bib0091]; [@bib0112]). Operationally, the amount of effort that individuals are willing to exert reflects their motivation to achieve a goal ([@bib0029]). In other words, individuals' willingness to increase their attentional deployment to enhance performance exhibits their degree of motivation to engage in the task ([@bib0029]; [@bib0109]; [@bib0112]). However, motivation that energizes behaviors is driven by a cost-benefit estimation, in which costs such as effort and risk are weighted against benefits such as reward ([@bib0003]). For instance, studies evidenced that a higher amount of cognitive effort modulated by the difficulty of the task reduces the value attached to a reward, a principle also known as effort-discounting effect (e.g., [@bib0012]; [@bib0056]). Nevertheless, few data exists so far on how cognitive effort modulates the effect of stress exposure on the reward function.

These three factors, reward dysfunction, hypersensitivity to stress, and low cognitive resources, could have critical synergistic influences on the development of MDD. To our knowledge, this question has not yet been examined. The present work is a first step to start addressing this possibility. To this goal, healthy vulnerable individuals with parental history of major depression (HVul) and healthy controls (HCon) will be compared on reward responsivity (neural and behavioral), while manipulating stress (threat of electrical shocks) and cognitive resources, i.e., low and high working memory (WM) load. Based on the above background, the following two hypotheses are tested. (1) Stress exposure will decrease striatal reactivity in response to reward in a larger extent in HVul relative to HCon individuals (e.g., [@bib0017]; [@bib0044]; [@bib0057]; [@bib0088]). (2) High cognitive load, vs. low cognitive load, will further increase the gap between HVul and HCon individuals regarding the effect of stress on reward responses.

2. Methods and material {#sec0002}
=======================

2.1. Participants {#sec0003}
-----------------

Thirty-two healthy, non-smoking, and right-handed participants aged 20--36 years (*M* = 24.2; *SE* = 0.68) were recruited from the local community through advertisements, and from psychology courses at the University of Fribourg. General inclusion criteria encompassed being aged between 18 and 40 years old, right-handed, non-smoking and having a good command of French. Among the participants, 16 healthy adults (12 women) without any past or current mental disorder presented increased familial vulnerability to MDD (healthy vulnerable, HVul), characterized by having a biological parent with a history of MDD. Sixteen healthy controls (12 women) without any past or current mental disorder and without increased familial vulnerability to MDD were age- and gender-matched (healthy control, HCon). As reported in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}, groups did not significantly differ on age, gender, socio-demographic status, and depressive symptomatology. Parental MDD was evaluated with the family history method with the participant as an informant ([@bib0002]) using the Family Interview for Genetic Studies (FIGS; [@bib0065]). Eleven HVul reported having a mother, 3 HVul a father, and 1 HVul both parents with a history of MDD. Fifteen out of the 16 HVul cohabitated with their parents at the time of parental MDD history, with length of cohabitation ranging from 1 to 19 years. General exclusion criteria comprised current or past neurological disorder, brain injury, endocrinological condition, mental disorder, and use of psychotropic drugs including alcohol, nicotine, medicines. Among HCon, any individual who reported a first-degree relative with a history of any psychiatric disorders was excluded. Moreover, general exclusion criteria related to the participation in a study including resonance imaging measures included pregnancy, having a pacemaker, a mechanical heart valve or metal implant. With the aim of estimating the minimal number of participants required to detect small-sized (*f* = 0.15; eta^2^ = 0.02), medium-sized (*f* = 0.25; eta^2^ = 0.06) and large-sized (*f* = 0.35; eta^2^ = 0.11) effects ([@bib0020]), we performed an *a-priori* power analysis using the statistical package GPower ([@bib0034]) with alpha threshold set to 0.05, power to 0.95 and correlations among repeated measures to 0.50 (see Figure A.1 in Appendix). The projected sample size needed with a repeated measures design including two (no-shock vs threat-of-shock) by two (reward vs no-reward) by two (high vs low cognitive load) within-subject variables and two groups was calculated as a function of effect size ([@bib0020]), with a small-sized (*N* = 60), medium-sized (*N* = 24) and large-sized effects (*N* = 12), respectively ([@bib0020]).Table 1*Group demographics and psychological measures of depressive symptoms*.Table 1HCon (4 males, 12 females)HVul (4 males, 12 females)Group difference*M*SESDRange*M*SESDdf*T*-*valuep-*valueMann--Whitney *Up-*valueAge24.10.93.7--24.31.04.130−0.180.86119.50.75IPSE57.14.015.9--58.24.317.130−0.190.85102.00.33Age at parental MDD onset------0 to 2511.82.48.3----------MADRS mean scores4.31.14.4--3.80.72.8300.390.70121.50.81BDI-II mean scores5.11.45.4--6.81.76.830−0.740.46107.50.43Shock intensity level102.89.939.5--99.66.124.4300.280.79----Length (years) of cohabitation with a depressed parent------1 to 197.61.96.5----------[^1]

2.2. Clinical measures {#sec0004}
----------------------

Presence and history of mental disorders among participants were tested using the French version ([@bib0058]) of the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (M.I.N.I.; [@bib0094]). None of the participants met criteria for past or current neurological, mental, or hormonal conditions. Additionally, depressive symptoms among participants were assessed using the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS; [@bib0067]; French version: [@bib0080]) and the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II; [@bib0004], French version: [@bib0005]). The MADRS scale includes 10 items coded from 0 to 6, with a total score ranging from 0 to 60. A score of 15 or above indicates the presence of a major depressive episode ([@bib0014]). The BDI-II is a standardized and widely used scale to evaluate the intensity and severity of depressive symptoms over the two weeks preceding the measurements. Depressive symptoms are reported using 21 items rated on a 4-point Likert-like scale ranging from 0 to 3. The total score for all 21 items ranges from 0 to 63. As guidance, thresholds for the French version specify that total scores ranging from 0 to 11 correspond to the absence of major depressive episode, from 12 to 19 to a mild depressive episode, from 20 to 27 to a moderate depressive episode, and above 27 to a severe depressive episode ([@bib0014]). In our sample, 2 HCon and 3 HVul reported BDI-II scores between 12 and 19 indicating mild depressive episode. Psychometric properties have been widely validated with high reliability and internal consistency in clinical samples and in the general population ([@bib0108]), as reported in a study including healthy young adults (Cronbach\'s α = 0.89) ([@bib0110]). In our sample including 32 participants, the internal consistency was high with Cronbach\'s α equal to 0.91.

2.3. General procedure {#sec0005}
----------------------

All recruitment and testing procedures were approved by the local ethical review boards of Vaud and Fribourg region (Commission cantonale d'éthique de la recherche sur l'être humain (CER-VD), study number 261/14) as well as Bern region (Kantonale Ethikkommission Bern (KEK BE), study number 337/14). This study comprised an experimental task with fMRI measurements followed by the completion of self-reported questionnaires. The fMRI session was performed at the Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Neuroradiology of the University Hospital of Bern, Switzerland. During scanning, participants completed two blocks of the same experimental task, one without and one with administration of experimental stress.

2.4. Fribourg reward task {#sec0006}
-------------------------

Adapted by [@bib0037], this event-related fMRI task was used to assess how the neural responses to monetary reward is modulated by stress exposure (unpredictable threat-of-shock) and by variable levels of WM load (low and high) during the anticipation phase. Each of the 96 trials, 48 in each block, started by a visual cue (1500 ms) to inform the subjects of the level of cognitive effort to exert as a function of the WM load (low and high) and the amount of monetary reward associated with the performance ("blank screen" for no-reward trials; "\$\$" for rewarded trials). Here, motivation is operationalized as the amount of cognitive effort that the subjects are willing to exert to perform the WM task as a function of the expected reward and WM load required in the task. A fixation cross (500 ms) preceded the presentation of an array of yellow circles (3 or 7 circles, 1500 ms). A second fixation cross (3000 ms) was displayed during memorization, followed by the visual target (1500 ms). The visual target consisted in a green circle presented at any position on the screen. The participant was instructed to indicate as quickly and accurately as possible whether this green circle appeared at the same position as one of the yellow circles previously presented. Afterwards, a variable jittered inter-stimulus-interval (ISI; 0 ms or 2000 ms) occurred, followed by two feedback screens (2000 ms). A first feedback screen informed the participants of the monetary gain ("blank screen" for no-reward trials; "1 CHF" for rewarded trials; 1000 ms). It was followed by a second screen (1000 ms) with the cumulative amount of monetary reward (rewarded trials) or a blank screen (no-reward trials). At the end of every four trials, participants rated their mood level (max. 20 s). Correct response was associated with monetary gain (1 CHF) in the rewarded trials, whereas correct response was not associated with monetary gain (0 CHF) in the no-reward trials. In this version of the Fribourg reward task, participants performed the same reward task in two blocks of 20 min each. The first block was devoid of experimental stressor (i.e. no-shock), while the second block included stressor manipulation (i.e. stress condition) consisting of the administration of unpredictable mild electric shocks. All four types of trials (reward × load) were randomly distributed within each block. Prior to the scanning session, each subject was trained on the task outside the scanner. Furthermore, participants were told that they would receive, in cash, the total amount of earned money at the end of the scanning session. [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} details the timing of a trial in the rewarded and no-reward trials. The task was implemented using E-Prime Professional (Version 2.0.10.353, Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). Stimuli were presented via goggles (VisualStimDigital MR-compatible video goggles; Resonance Technology Inc., Northridge, CA, USA) with a visual angle of 60°, a resolution of 800 × 600 pixels and 60 Hz refresh rate.Fig. 1Fribourg reward task. Illustration of the four types of trials (reward × load) randomly distributed in the no-shock and unpredictable threat-of-shock conditions. The anticipation phase corresponds to the presentation of the reward-cue (1500 ms).Fig 1

2.5. Experimental stress induction {#sec0007}
----------------------------------

Before entering the scanner, participants were informed that mild electrical shocks would be delivered unpredictably during the second block (stress condition) of the Fribourg reward task, while the first block (no-shock) would be devoid of stressor. Shocks were delivered on the external side of the participants' non-dominant left hand via 6-mm Ag/AgCl electrodes, using a non-ferromagnetic shock box (Psychlab system, Contact Precision Instruments, London, UK) positioned on a table next to the scanner. Prior to the MRI data acquisition, the individual shock intensity was titrated for each participant by administering a standard shock work-up procedure to determine an intensity rated as " aversive, but not painful " by the participant ([@bib0089]). During the standard workup procedure, intensity of the shock could range from 0 to 5 mA with shock intensity characterized by a number ranging from 0 to 255 (*M* = 101.2 ± 5.7). The duration of the mild electrical shock delivery was constantly set at 0.1 second. The effectiveness of this experimental manipulation has been well-demonstrated as a way to induce a stress response characterized by increased arousal, cortisol concentrations, negative mood and state of anxiety (for a review see: [@bib0041]).

2.6. Effect of the experimental acute stressor on self-reported mood {#sec0008}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

At the end of every four trials of the Fribourg reward task, participants reported their mood using a Visual Analog Mood Scale presented on the screen (scaled from 0 'very negative mood' to 9 'very positive mood') adapted from Nyenhuis and colleagues (1997).

2.7. MR data acquisition {#sec0009}
------------------------

Scanning was performed on a Siemens TrioTim syngo 3.0-Tesla whole-body scanner (Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a radio frequency 32-channel head coil. MRI acquisition included 3D T1-weighted (MPRAGE) images, collected with the following settings: sagittal slices: 176; slice thickness: 1 mm; FOV: 256 × 256 mm^2^; matrix size: 256 × 256; voxel size: 1 × 1 × 1 mm^3^; TR: 1950 ms; TE: 2.2 ms; flip angle: 9° The functional event-related task-based MRI acquisition was collected using EPI pulse sequence with the following settings: interleaved ascending slices: 38; slice thickness: 3 mm; FOV: 230 × 230 mm^2^; matrix size: 64 × 64; voxel size: 3.6 × 3.6 × 3 mm^3^; TR: 2000 ms; TE: 30 ms; flip angle: 90°

2.8. Behavioral data analyses {#sec0010}
-----------------------------

### 2.8.1. Working memory performance {#sec0011}

A 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA with group (HCon vs HVul) as between-subject factor, and stress (unpredictable threat-of-shock vs no-shock), reward (reward vs no-reward), and WM load (high vs low) as within-subject factors was conducted on response accuracy scores and reaction times. Further, a 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANCOVA with the individuals' BDI-II score (grand-mean centered) as covariate was carried out in order to determine the effects of mild subclinical depressive symptoms experienced by the participants at the time of the study on response accuracy scores and reaction times. Both analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 25.0, Armonk, NY, USA). In order to correct for the multiple comparisons conducted in the repeated measures ANOVA and ANCOVA, a Bonferroni\'s approach was applied.

### 2.8.2. Self-reported mood ratings during the Fribourg reward task {#sec0012}

A 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on participants' mood ratings during the Fribourg reward task, with group (HCon vs HVul) as between-subject factor and stress (unpredictable threat-of-shock vs no-shock), reward (reward vs no-reward), and WM load (high vs low) as within-subject factors. Additionally, a 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANCOVA with individuals' BDI-II score (grand-mean centered) as covariate was carried out in order to determine the effects of mild subclinical depressive symptoms experienced by the participants at the time of the study on participants' mood ratings. Both analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 25.0, Armonk, NY, USA). In order to correct for the multiple comparisons conducted in the repeated measures ANOVA and ANCOVA, a Bonferroni\'s approach was applied. With the aim of further examining the relationship between self-reported mood ratings and mild subclinical depressive symptoms experienced by the participants at the time of the study, a Spearman correlation was conducted between self-reported mood ratings in both the no-shock and threat-of-shock conditions and individuals' BDI-II scores.

2.9. fMRI data analysis {#sec0013}
-----------------------

The preprocessing and statistical analyses of the structural and functional MRI data were performed with AFNI software package ([@bib0022]).

### 2.9.1. Task-based fMRI data preprocessing {#sec0014}

T1-weighted (MPRAGE) images were first processed with the standard FreeSurfer (version 6.0.0.) pipeline ([@bib0035]) to obtain segmentation masks corresponding to the brain (skull-stripped), white matter, and ventricles. The preprocessing was performed on the EPI data using the AFNI *afni_proc.py* script with the following steps: despiking the time-series (despike), correcting for slice timing (tshift), volume co-registering to the participants' corresponding anatomical (3D T1-weighted) image (align), volume registration across the timeseries (volreg), blurring within the whole-brain mask (blur), normalization (scale), and regressors modeled (regress). The EPI data were corrected for motion (averaged motion per volume: 0.049 mm ± 0.015) by censoring EPI volumes and their preceding volume where the derivative of the motion regressors from *3dvolreg* had a Euclidean norm above 0.3 mm. Volumes with more than 10% voxel outliers were censored as well. Over the initial 32 age- and gender-matched participants selected, none reached these exclusion criteria. The preprocessed EPI timeseries were then warped to MNI space using the ICBM 2009a Nonlinear Symmetric atlas ([@bib0036]), and spatially smoothed using an isotropic 6 mm FWHM Gaussian filter. Lastly, a group-level gray matter mask was created by averaging and thresholding binary masks at 0.95 overlap ([@bib0098]).

### 2.9.2. Task-based fMRI data analysis {#sec0015}

Individual subject regressions were performed within the framework of the general linear model (GLM) implemented in the AFNI program *3dDeconvolve*. Regressors of interest included in our model comprised events modeling anticipation during the cue presentation (1500 ms), working memory including the stimulus presentation, cross fixation and target presentation (6000 ms), feedback delivery events during the feedback and balance account presentation (2000 ms), and self-reported ratings event including self-reported mood (variable duration up to 20′000 ms). Anticipation, working memory, and feedback delivery events were modeled for the four conditions combining reward and load modalities, that are (i) no-reward/low load, (ii) no-reward/high load, (iii) reward/low load, (iv) reward/high load for both blocks (i.e., the no-shock and unpredictable threat-of-shock conditions). However, statistical analyses were exclusively focused on the anticipation phase during cue presentation. Further, six motion parameters were modeled as nuisance variables for both blocks and consisted of three rotational (roll, yaw, pitch) and three translational (x, y, z) variables. All the events defined from the experimental design and the six residual motion parameters for each block (no-shock and unpredictable threat-of-shock conditions) were regressed on the processed time series at the subject level. The events were coded by onset time. An incomplete gamma function was convolved with a boxcar function beginning at stimulus onset and having the duration of the corresponding event.

For the group-level analyses, the GLM included group (HCon vs HVul) as between-subject fixed factor, stress (unpredictable threat-of-shock vs no-shock), reward (reward vs no-reward), and WM load (high vs low) as within-subject fixed factors, and subjects as random factor. A 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA was run using *3dMVM* program implemented in AFNI to determine the effect of the (i) group, (ii) unpredictable stressor, (iii) monetary reward, and (iv) WM load on the BOLD signal. These analyses were focused on *a-priori* striatal regions during the anticipation phase, i.e., on the bilateral NAcc, caudate nucleus, and putamen. These striatal regions of interest (ROIs) were defined using the Desai DKD maximum probability atlas implemented in FreeSurfer ([@bib0024]; [@bib0025]; [@bib0035]). From the three ROI contrast maps, individual parameter estimates were extracted by averaging the activation of all voxels located in each ROI for each participant and condition. Next, parameter estimates were entered into SPSS. A 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for each of the three ROIs to evaluate the effects of the (i) group, (ii) unpredictable stressor, (iii) monetary reward, and (iv) WM load on the brain activation in the three ROIs. Additionally, a 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANCOVA with the individuals' BDI-II score (grand-mean centered) as covariate was carried out in order to determine the effects of mild subclinical depressive symptoms experienced by the participants at the time of the study on the BOLD signal in the three striatal ROIs. A Bonferroni\'s approach was applied to correct for multiple comparisons conducted in each repeated measures ANOVA and ANCOVA. Further, an additional correction using the Bonferroni-Holm\'s approach was applied in order to correct for multiple comparisons performed on the three striatal ROIs.

3. Results {#sec0016}
==========

3.1. Behavioral results {#sec0017}
-----------------------

### 3.1.1. Working memory performance: response accuracy {#sec0018}

Response accuracy was analyzed using a 4-way repeated measures ANOVA with group (HCon vs HVul), stress (unpredictable threat-of-shock vs no-shock), reward (reward vs no-reward), and WM load (high vs low) as factors. Group showed no main and interaction effects on response accuracy as a function of stress, reward, cognitive load, and their interactions. However, a trend toward increased response accuracy in rewarded trials (*M* = 82.1%; *SE* = 1.9%) compared to no-reward trials (*M* = 79.8%; *SE* = 2.1%) emerged, *F*~(1,30)~ = 3.2, *p~one-tailed~ ≤* 0.05, η^2^ = 0.10 (see Panel A in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, a significant main effect of WM load indicated decreased response accuracy in the high WM load condition (*M* = 74.1%; *SE* = 2.1%) compared to the low WM load condition (*M* = 87.8%; *SE* = 1.9%), *F*~(1,30)~ = 78.5, *p~two-tailed~ ≤* 0.001, η^2^ = 0.72, Bonferroni-corrected. Interestingly, a significant main effect of stress indicated increased response accuracy in the unpredictable threat-of-shock condition (*M* = 83.4%; *SE* =2.0%) compared to the no-shock condition (*M* = 78.5%; *SE* = 2.0%), *F*~(1,30)~ = 8.0, *p~two-tailed~ ≤* 0.01, η^2^ = 0.21, Bonferroni-corrected). Further, a significant twofold interaction effect (reward × load) emerged (*F*~(1,30)~ = 5.1, *p~two-tailed~ \<* 0.05, η^2^ = 0.15, Bonferroni-corrected). Post-hoc analyses showed diminished response accuracy in the no-reward trials (*M* = 71.7%; *SE* = 2.3%) compared to the rewarded trials (*M* = 76.5%; *SE* = 2.3%) in the high WM load condition (*t*~(31)~ = −2.38, *p~two-tailed~* \< 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected), while response accuracy did not differ significantly in the low WM load condition between the no-reward trials (*M* = 87.9%; *SE* = 2.2%) and the rewarded trials (*M* = 87.7%; *SE* = 1.9%) (*t*~(31)~ = 0.20, *p~two-tailed~* \> 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected). The additional 4-way repeated measures ANCOVA with individual\'s BDI-II scores included as covariate showed no significant effect of the covariate and no interaction effect between the covariate and any within-subject factors on response accuracy, indicating that the mild subclinical depressive symptoms observed in our sample did not influence significantly response accuracy.Fig. 2Effect of stress induction and reward on the working memory performance and self-reported mood ratings during the Fribourg reward task across groups. Mean and standard error as a function of stress induction (unpredictable threat-of-shock vs no-shock) and reward (reward vs no-reward) for the (A) response accuracy, (B) reaction times, and (C) self-reported mood scaled from 0 'very negative mood' to 9 'very positive mood'. Lines with brackets above the data-mean indicate a main effect of reward (i.e., significant differences between the reward vs not-reward trials, represented by a dark gray bar and a light gray bar, respectively. Line without brackets above the data-mean indicate a main effect of stress (i.e., unpredictable threat-of-shock vs no-shock). ^T^*p*~one-tailed~ \< 0.05, ^★★^*p* \< 0.01, ^★★★^*p* \< 0.001.Fig 2

### 3.1.2. Working memory performance: reaction times (RT) {#sec0019}

The fourfold (group × stress × reward × load) repeated measures ANOVA on RT showed no main and interaction effects of group on reaction times as a function of stress, reward, cognitive load, and their interactions. However, a significant main effect of load emerged, with slower RT in the high WM load condition (*M* = 804.0 ms; *SE* = 15.7 ms) compared to the low WM load condition (*M* = 711.6 ms; *SE* = 16.0 ms), *F*~(1,30)~ = 112.9, *p~two-tailed~ ≤* 0.001, η^2^ = 0.79 (see Panel B in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}). A significant main effect of stress indicated faster RT during the unpredictable threat-of-shock condition (*M* = 730.7 ms; *SE* = 16.7 ms) than during the no-shock condition (*M* = 784.8 ms; *SE* = 16.4 ms), *F*~(1,30)~ = 17.9, *p~two-tailed~ ≤* 0.001, η^2^ = 0.37, Bonferroni-corrected). Additionally, a significant twofold interaction effect (stress × reward) occurred (*F*~(1,30)~ = 4.21, *p~two-tailed~ \<* 0.05, η^2^ = 0.12, Bonferroni-corrected). Post-hoc analyses demonstrated that RTs were faster in the rewarded trials (*M* = 773.1 ms; *SE* = 15.2 ms) compared to the no-reward trials (*M* = 796.5 ms; *SE* = 18.4 ms) in the no-shock condition (*t*~(31)~ = 2.8, *p~two-tailed~* ≤ 0.01, Bonferroni-corrected), whereas this enhancing effect of reward disappeared in the unpredictable threat-of-shock condition (*t*~(31)~ = −0.5, *p~two-tailed~* ≥ 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected), in which RT did not differ between rewarded (*M* = 733.8 ms; *SE* = 18.1 ms) and no-reward trials (*M* = 727.7 ms; *SE* = 17.6 ms). Further, the additional 4-way repeated measures ANCOVA with individual\'s BDI-II scores included as covariate showed no significant effect of the covariate and no interaction effect between the covariate and any within-subject factors on reaction times, indicating that the mild subclinical depressive symptoms observed in our sample did not influence significantly reaction times. The panel A and panel B in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} describe the main and interaction effects of stress and reinforcement on response accuracy and reaction times, respectively.

### 3.1.3. Self-reported mood ratings during the Fribourg reward task {#sec0020}

Next, we assessed whether self-reported mood ratings were influenced by stress (unpredictable threat-of-shock vs no-shock), reward (reward vs no-reward), and WM load (high vs low), and whether these factors affected differently self-reported mood ratings in HVul compared to HCon. In accordance with our hypotheses, the fourfold repeated measures ANOVA showed a trend effect induced by threat-of-shock (*F*~(1,30)~ = 3.3, *p~one-tailed~ \<* 0.05, η^2^ = 0.10, Bonferroni-corrected), with decreased positive mood in the unpredictable threat-of-shock condition (*M* = 6.7; *SE* = 0.3) compared to the no-shock condition (*M* = 6.9; *SE* = 0.3). As expected, a trend effect of reward occurred (*F*~(1,30)~ = 4.11, *p~one-tailed~* \< 0.05, η^2^ = 0.12, Bonferroni-corrected), with increased positive mood in the rewarded trials (*M* = 6.9; *SE* = 0.3) compared to the no-reward trials (*M* = 6.7; *SE* = 0.3) (see Panel C in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}). However, neither threefold interaction effect (group × stress × reward) nor fourfold interaction effect (group × stress × reward × load) were detected on self-reported mood ratings, suggesting that groups did not differ regarding regulation of mood. Nevertheless, the additional 4-way repeated measures ANCOVA with individual\'s BDI-II scores included as covariate showed an interaction effect between load and individual\'s BDI-II scores (*F*~(1,29)~ = 5.3, *p~two-tailed~ ≤* 0.05, η^2^ = 0.16, Bonferroni-corrected) as well as a main effect of individual\'s BDI-II scores (*F*~(1,29)~ = 6.2, *p~two-tailed~ ≤* 0.05, η^2^ = 0.18, Bonferroni-corrected) on self-reported mood ratings. These effects indicated that self-reported mood decreased in individuals with higher BDI-II scores. This negative correlation between self-reported mood ratings and the individual\'s BDI-II scores was stronger following trials with high compared to low cognitive load (see Figure A.2 in Appendix). Additionally, self-reported mood ratings during both the no-shock (*r~S~* = −0.46, *p* ≤ 0.01) and threat-of-shock (*r~S~* = −0.48, *p* ≤ 0.01) conditions were negatively associated with individual\'s BDI-II scores.

3.2. fMRI results: activations in striatal ROIs {#sec0021}
-----------------------------------------------

fMRI results presented here are focused on *a-priori* striatal regions *(*i.e.*, bilateral NAcc, caudate nucleus, and putamen)* during the anticipation phase.

### 3.2.1. Group differences in striatal reactivity {#sec0022}

A significant main effect of group was found in the bilateral caudate nucleus (*F*~(1,30)~ = 6.1, *p~two-tailed~* ≤ 0.05, η^2^ = 0.17, Bonferroni-corrected), indicating significantly lower recruitment of the bilateral nucleus caudate in HVul compared to HCon, irrespective of unpredictable threat-of-shock, reward or WM load (see [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"}). Also, a significant threefold interaction effect (group × stress × load) emerged in the bilateral NAcc (*F*~(1,30)~ = 7.1, *p~two-tailed~* \< 0.05, η^2^ = 0.19, Bonferroni-corrected). Post-hoc analyses demonstrated a significant reduction in bilateral NAcc reactivity in the unpredictable threat-of-shock condition compared to the no-shock condition in HVul, but only in the low WM load condition (*t*~(15)~ = 2.89, *p~two-tailed~* \< 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected). There was no difference in the high WM load, *t*~(15)~ = −0.3, *p~two-tailed~* ≥ 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected.Fig. 3Illustration of the main effect of group comparing the healthy adults without (HCon, healthy control) and with (HVul, healthy vulnerable) increased familial risk for major depression, and threefold interaction effect (group × stress × load). (A) Significant reduced recruitment of the bilateral caudate nucleus in the HVul across conditions, irrespective of stress, reward and WM load. (B) Significant reduced activation in the bilateral nucleus accumbens in the HVul during the unpredictable threat-of-shock condition vs no-shock condition, but only in the low load compared to high load conditions. Parameter estimates (βeta weights) mean with standard errors and ROI\'s masks from which parameter estimates were extracted are presented at the top of the figure. Statistical parametric maps corresponding to the contrasts of interest are presented below. These whole-brain activations are corrected for multiple comparisons, but thresholded here at 0.05 for visualization purpose. ^★^*p* \< 0.05.Fig 3

Moreover, a significant fourfold interaction effect (group × reward × stress × load) was found in the bilateral putamen, *F*~(1,30)~ = 4.7, *p~two-tailed~* ≤ 0.05, η^2^ = 0.13, Bonferroni-corrected (see [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}). In HCon, post-hoc analyses indicated a significant decrease in the bilateral putamen activation in response to no-reward cues in the unpredictable threat-of-shock compared to the no-shock conditions (*t*~(15)~ = 2.33, *p~two-tailed~* ≤ 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected), with this stress-induced effect occurring exclusively in the low cognitive load condition. In HVul, stress heightened the reactivity of the bilateral putamen in response to reward compared to no-reward cues, in particual when the task involved higher cognitive load, *t*~(15)~ = 4.26, *p~two-tailed~* ≤ 0.001, Bonferroni-corrected. In the low cognitive load condition, the effect of stress resulted in bilateral putamen deactivation in response to both reward and no-reward cues, with stronger deactivation in response to no-reward than reward cues (*t*~(15)~ = 2.84, *p~two-tailed~* ≤ 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected).Fig. 4Illustration of the fourfold interaction effect (group × stress × reward x load) in the bilateral putamen. (A) Post-hoc comparisons evidenced a significant stress-induced reduction in the bilateral putamen activation in response to no-reward cues in the unpredictable threat-of-shock compared to no-shock conditions in healthy control (HCon) adults without increased familial risk for major depression, but exclusively in the low cognitive load condition. (B) In healthy adults with increased familial risk for major depression (HVul, healthy vulnerable), threat-of-shock potentiated the bilateral putamen reactivity in response to reward compared to no-reward cues, in particular when the task was more demanding (i.e., high working memory load). In turn, threat-of-shock resulted in a deactivation in response to both reward and no-reward cues in the low cognitive load condition, with stronger deactivation in response to no-reward compared to reward cues. Parameter estimates (βeta weights) mean with standard errors and ROI\'s masks from which parameter estimates were extracted are presented at the top of the figure. Statistical parametric map corresponding to the fourfold interaction effect (group × stress × reward × load) is presented below These whole-brain activations are corrected for multiple comparisons, but thresholded here at 0.05 for visualization purpose. ^★^*p* ≤ 0.05, ^★★^*p* ≤ 0.01, ^★★★^*p* ≤ 0.001.Fig 4

### 3.2.2. Stress-induced effect in striatal reactivity across groups {#sec0023}

Irrespective of groups, a significant twofold interaction effect (stress × reward) was found in the bilateral putamen (*F*~(1,30)~ = 13.6, *p~two-tailed~* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.31, Bonferroni-corrected). Post-hoc analyses showed a stress-induced decrease of activation in the bilateral putamen in response to no-reward compared to reward cues in the unpredictable threat-of-shock condition (*t*~(31)~ = 4.86, *p~two-tailed~* \< 0.001, Bonferroni-corrected), whereas no significant difference occurred in the no-shock condition (*t*~(31)~ = 0.28, *p~two-tailed~* \> 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected) (see [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 5Illustration of the main effect of reward and the twofold interaction effect (stress × reward) that occurred in striatal ROIs during the anticipation phase in the healthy adults without (HCon, healthy control) and with (HVul, healthy vulnerable) increased familial risk for major depression. Significant increased reactivity to cued rewards (reward vs no-reward) in the bilateral (A) nucleus accumbens, (B) caudate nucleus, and (C) putamen. (D) Significant reduced activation in the bilateral putamen during the unpredictable threat-of-shock condition vs no-shock condition, but only in no-reward trials. Parameter estimates (βeta weights) mean with standard errors and ROI\'s masks from which parameter estimates were extracted are presented at the top of the figure. Statistical parametric maps corresponding to the contrasts of interest during anticipation are presented below. These whole-brain activations are corrected for multiple comparisons, but thresholded here at 0.05 for visualization purpose. ^★★^*p* \< 0.01, ^★★★^*p* \< 0.001.Fig 5

### 3.2.3. Reward-enhancing effect in striatal reactivity across groups {#sec0024}

Irrespective of groups, a main effect of reward showed greater activation in reward than no-reward trials in the bilateral NAcc (*F*~(1,30)~ = 23.2, *p~two-tailed~* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.44, Bonferroni-corrected), bilateral caudate nucleus (*F*~(1,30)~ = 14.3, *p~two-tailed~* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.32, Bonferroni-corrected), and bilateral putamen (*F*~(1,30)~ = 11.8, *p~two-tailed~* \< 0.01, η^2^ = 0.28, η^2^ = 0.28, Bonferroni-corrected) (see [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}).

However, the additional 4-way repeated measures ANCOVA carried out to examine the effect of individual\'s BDI-II scores included as covariate on *a-priori* striatal regions (i.e., bilateral NAcc, bilateral caudate nucleus, and bilateral putamen) did not show any significant main effect of mild subclinical depressive symptoms or interaction effect with stress induced by threat-of-shock, reward or cognitive load on striatal reactivity during the anticipation phase. [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} presents a comprehensive overview of all main and interactions effects for the within- and between-subject contrasts in the NAcc, caudate nucleus, and putamen. The results of the repeated-measure ANCOVA carried out to explore the main effect of mild subclinical depressive symptoms experienced by the participants at the time of the study as well as their potential interaction effect with threat-of-shock, reward and cognitive load on the BOLD signal in the three striatal regions are presented in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}. Significant whole-brain clusters for all contrasts (*p* \< 0.05, cluster-wise corrected) are presented in appendix (see Table A.1).Table 2*Main and interaction effects for the within- and between-subject contrasts in the bilateral nucleus accumbens (NAcc), caudate nucleus, and putamen*.Table 2Within-subjects contrastsStressRewardWM loadNAccCaudate nucleusPutamen*F*~(1,30)~*p*η^2^*F*~(1,30)~*p*η^2^*F*~(1,30)~*p*η^2^StressThreat-of-shock vs No-shock3.050.090.091.920.180.064.500.040.13Stress × BDI-IIThreat-of-shock vs No-shock0.130.720.010.230.640.010.530.470.02RewardR vs NR23.150.000.4414.30.000.3211.800.000.28Reward × BDI-IIR vs NR0.420.520.013.500.070.110.000.960.00LoadHigh vs Low0.000.990.002.20.150.072.230.150.07Load × BDI-IIHigh vs Low0.280.600.010.070.800.000.650.430.02Stress × GroupThreat-of-shock vs No-shock0.210.650.002.70.110.080.770.390.03Reward × GroupR vs NR0.000.960.000.020.880.000.0030.960.00Load × GroupHigh vs Low0.360.550.010.020.890.000.310.580.01Stress × RewardThreat-of-shock vs No-shockR vs NR0.150.700.010.430.520.0113.630.000.31Stress × Reward × BDI-IIThreat-of-shock vs No-shockR vs NR0.700.410.021.640.210.050.020.880.00Stress × LoadThreat-of-shock vs No-shockHigh vs Low3.160.090.102.770.110.081.630.210.05Stress × Load × BDI-IIThreat-of-shock vs No-shockHigh vs Low0.100.760.000.060.810.000.000.990.00Reward × LoadR vs NRHigh vs Low0.320.580.010.130.720.000.020.900.00Reward × Load × BDI-IIR vs NRHigh vs Low0.520.480.020.030.860.000.200.660.01Stress × Reward × GroupThreat-of-shock vs No-shockR vs NR0.900.350.030.830.370.032.670.110.08Stress × Load × GroupThreat-of-shock vs No-shockHigh vs Low7.090.010.190.100.750.000.010.920.00Reward × Load × GroupR vs NRHigh vs Low0.001.000.000.030.860.000.480.490.02Stress × Reward × LoadThreat-of-shock vs No-shockR vs NRHigh vs Low0.960.330.035.230.030.150.300.590.01Stress × Reward × Load × BDI-IIThreat-of-shock vs No-shockR vs NRHigh vs Low0.120.730.000.780.380.030.470.500.02Stress × Reward × Load × GroupThreat-of-shock vs No-shockR vs NRHigh vs Low1.120.300.040.650.430.024.680.040.14**Between-subjects contrasts**GroupHCon vs HVul0.98.3300.036.140.0190.171.1990.280.04BDI-II scores0.940.340.031.660.210.050.150.700.01[^2]

4. Discussion {#sec0025}
=============

This study investigated the effect of stress exposure on reward anticipation as a potential vulnerability factor for MDD. Specifically, we explored whether stress exposure differentially affects striatal reactivity in HVul compared to HCon. Additionally, we examined, in an exploratory way, whether the level of cognitive effort required in the task modulates differentially the effect of stress exposure on reward processing in HVul compared to HCon. Of clinical importance, HVul presented a lower dorsal striatum recruitment compared to the HCon across all experimental conditions, i.e. irrespective of stress, reward and cognitive load. Stress reduced the ventral striatal responses in HVul, regardless of the reward condition. This effect was modulated by cognitive load, with stronger stress-induced effect on the ventral striatum in the low compared to high cognitive load conditions. Furthermore, stress potentialized reward reactivity in the putamen among HVul, specifically when the task was more demanding. Across groups, stress blunted the activation of the putamen when no reward was at stake. At the behavioral level, stress exposure was associated with enhanced performance, with higher response accuracy and faster reaction times. In line with fMRI findings, which evidenced significant activation to reward cues (vs. no-reward cues) in the ventral and dorsal striatum in both groups, both groups showed better performance in the rewarded than no-reward trials. As expected, stress induction successfully amplified self-reported negative mood in participants ([@bib0011]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0099]), while rewarded trials were associated with significantly increased positive mood and enhanced behavioral performance. Moreover, negative mood was associated with mild subclinical depressive symptoms experienced by the participants at the time of the study, such that individuals with higher intensity and severity of mild subclinical depressive symptoms experienced more negative mood during the experimental task. Surprisingly, groups did not differ in reaction times or response accuracy as a function of reward, stress exposure or cognitive load.

However, behavioral differences are far more difficult to detect in the MRI context, more particularly in non-clinical samples (e.g., [@bib0026]; [@bib0057]; [@bib0059]; [@bib0071]; [@bib0074]; [@bib0101]). Despite the lack of group differences in behavioral measures, our study demonstrated that individuals at increased familial risk for MDD differed significantly from healthy controls at the neural level. One possible mechanistic interpretation relies on the idea that, among at-risk individuals, a brain compensatory process might take place to maintain homeostasis and prevent behavioral changes. We now discuss in more detail the neural changes that differentiated individuals at increased familial risk for MDD from healthy controls.

4.1. Group differences in striatal reactivity {#sec0026}
---------------------------------------------

In MDD patients, behavioral and neuroimaging studies evidenced (i) higher difficulty to evaluate potential gains ([@bib0030]; [@bib0083]), (ii) higher difficulty to modulate behaviors as a function of reward magnitude and reinforcement history ([@bib0078]; [@bib0086]; [@bib0100]), (iii) lower willingness to exert effort to obtain a predicted reward ([@bib0105]), and (iv) blunted responsiveness of the ventral striatum to cues predicting rewards ([@bib0097]; [@bib0103]). Partly converging with evidences in both MDD patients and their offspring, our study extends previous findings by showing how the effect of stress exposure and its modulation by the amount of cognitive resources available might increase the risk for the development of depressive symptoms in individuals at increased familial vulnerability to MDD.

Supporting previous evidence indicating a diminished recruitment of the caudate nucleus in MDD patients (for a review see: [@bib0027]), HVul showed reduced caudate nucleus activation compared to HCon, irrespective of stress, reward or the cognitive effort to exert. Accordingly, the existing literature has evidenced a reduced recruitment of the caudate nucleus in depressed young adults during the anticipation phase ([@bib0072]) and lower caudate reactivity to reward cues in depressed patients ([@bib0085]; [@bib0096]; [@bib0102]). This is in line with findings that demonstrated a diminished caudate volume in MDD patients, with a lower volume associated with stronger anhedonic symptoms ([@bib0085]). In humans, the caudate nucleus is notably involved in feedback-driven contingency learning ([@bib0102]) and in goal-directed behaviors ([@bib0039]; [@bib0093]). A reduced reactivity in the caudate nucleus might give rise to an impaired ability to learn action-reward and stimulus-reward associations, and therefore might cause an increased difficulty to engage in motivated behaviors ([@bib0027]). However, contrary to our hypotheses and to clinical data in MDD patients, HVul showed no difference in their neural and behavioral reactivity to monetary rewards, nor in the stress-induced effects on reward reactivity in the caudate nucleus.

Convergent with the pattern observed in MDD patients ([@bib0008]; [@bib0011]), exposure to unpredictable acute stress in our study reduced the ventral striatum activation in HVul, irrespective of reward condition. Of primary importance, cognitive load modulated the effect of stress on the ventral striatal responses. When the cue indicated low cognitive load to exert, stress exposure induced stronger decreased activation in the ventral striatum of the HVul. This is in line with previous findings in healthy adults showing that stress induced through threat-of-shock impairs WM performance under low load, but is reduced when task performance requires more cognitive engagement from the subjects ([@bib0106], [@bib0107]). Based on these preceding results, one hypothesis that might explain increased stress-induced effects preceding low-demanding cognitive effort in the ventral striatum in our study is that under stress exposure, and in particular when less cognitive effort is required during the task, attentional resources are more prone to be captured by stress-related stimuli, decreasing therefore the striatal activation in response to incentives. This might potentially generate increased threat-related processing resulting in worries and physiological arousal (for reviews see: [@bib0013]; [@bib0079]). The ventral striatum is particularly implicated in encoding the valence of incentives and in reward learning ([@bib0051]). Through its projections, the ventral striatum informs the dorsal striatum about the motivational value of potential outcomes ([@bib0048]). Therefore, individuals at increased vulnerability for MDD might have a reduced ability to evaluate the motivational valence of incentives, resulting in increased difficulty to implement and to maintain motivated behaviors, specifically in contexts in which more cognitive resources are available to process threat-related information ([@bib0070]; [@bib0092]).

The induction of stress strengthened the putamen reactivity to reward cues in vulnerable individuals. Specifically, this stress-induced potentiation was modulated by the cognitive load imposed by the task, with higher stress-induced reactivity to reward cues when the task was more demanding (i.e., when it was less likely to obtain the predicted reward). Notably, the putamen has been implicated in the planning and implementation of actions ([@bib0039]; [@bib0093]). One hypothesis is that stress-induced increased activation of the putamen in individuals at risk for MDD might reflect the expression of active coping strategies generated by stress exposure ([@bib0016]), possibly to avoid punishment (i.e., not receiving a predicted reward). This assumption is in line with the dysfunctional response to negative feedback evidenced in depressed patients (for a review see: [@bib0063]) as well as the presence of elevated punishment sensitivity in depressed patients ([@bib0049]; for a review see: [@bib0095]). In other words, stress might trigger a stronger willingness to avoid negative feedback (i.e., failing to obtain a reward due to a wrong response) in individuals at increased familial risk for MDD, notably due to the heightened sensitization of the biological stress system in at-risk individuals compared to healthy controls ([@bib0026]). This hypothesis is also convergent with a study demonstrating a stress-induced increase of putamen reactivity in response to conditioned stimuli predicting rewards of higher magnitude, specifically in subjects exhibiting higher stress sensitivity ([@bib0059]). Altogether, our results suggest that stress might amplify the propensity to engage in active strategies to avoid penalties, in particular in individuals with increased familial risk for MDD. Amplified stress-induced putamen reactivity in response to rewards might constitute a neural signature of increased risk for the development of maladaptive coping strategies, disrupted reward learning and impaired decision making.

4.2. Stress-induced effect in striatal reactivity across groups {#sec0027}
---------------------------------------------------------------

In line with numerous studies showing an abnormal processing of anticipated rewards among depressed patients (for a meta-analytic review see: [@bib0053]), our study demonstrated a stress-induced blunting effect on the putamen reactivity in both groups when no reward was at stake. As discussed above, this effect might be more salient in at-risk individuals. Stress is known as one of the most important environmental risk factors for depression onset, in particular when it interacts synergistically with existing vulnerability traits (e.g., [@bib0026]; [@bib0047]). Based on the predominant role played by stress exposure in MDD, this blunting effect of stress on the putamen responsiveness in absence of reward might constitute a biological marker of increased risk for the emergence of depressive symptoms. This is in accordance with previous findings demonstrating the unique role played by the putamen in the parental transmission of reward learning and reward responsiveness ([@bib0021]). Notably, offspring of parents with a history of MDD exhibited smaller putamen volume which might increase risk for MDD by altering reward learning processes ([@bib0075]). An abnormal engagement of the putamen might be a critical factor underpinning amotivation in MDD, as evidenced by a study showing the relationship linking lower effort-related activation in the putamen to the severity of amotivation in MDD ([@bib0076]).

However, these findings are also consistent with prior research pointing to the stress-induced amplification of "incentive-triggered motivation" ([@bib0057]; [@bib0087]). Accordingly, an other hypothesis is that the heightened reward reactivity of the putamen under stress exposure might reflect a similar mechanism evidenced in the development of compulsive-like seeking behaviors toward rewards ([@bib0054]; [@bib0055]; [@bib0068]; [@bib0104]). Stress exposure might increase arousal and trigger a transition from voluntary to compulsive-like seeking behaviors, indicated by a shift in the striatal regions engaged in the processing of rewarding stimuli, from the ventral striatum involved in reward valuation to the dorsal striatum implicated in the implementation of actions and habit formation ([@bib0033]; [@bib0061]). Altogether, our findings suggest that stress exposure might result in dysfunctional reward seeking behaviors and reward learning processes. Stress-induced reduction in the putamen reactivity might reflect a critical biological marker of increased risk for the development of amotivation.

4.3. Limitations {#sec0028}
----------------

Several limitations are noted. First, although the negative mood ratings in response to the stress manipulation were in line with expectations, no physiological measures supported the subjective reports to confirm that the stress manipulation induced an increased reactivity of the biological stress system. Second, due to our within-subject design and to the completion of the two blocks (i.e., no-shock and unpredictable threat-of-shock conditions) on the same day, the two blocks were not randomized in order to avoid potential bleeding of the stress-related negative affect into the no-shock condition. However, the strength of this design relies on the within-subject manipulation of the stressor with the avoidance of methodological concerns raised by scanning on different days. Third, the small sample size is an important limitation to take into account when interpreting the present results and suggests that our study was possibly underpowered to detect small effect sizes. Due to the unexpected replacement of the scanner used to perform our fMRI measurements, we were forced to interrupt prematurely our study, before reaching the projected number of participants (*N* = 60) necessary to detect small-sized effects. The power of our study to detect smaller-sized effect is therefore a critical limitation to consider. Due to the small sample size, an ultimate limitation was the inability to assess how the offspring\'s age at the onset of parental MDD, and the duration of the parent\'s depressive episodes might have a moderation effect. Altogether, our results should be regarded as preliminary, with a need for replication.

4.4. Conclusion {#sec0029}
---------------

The results of this study indicate that stress exposure might have adverse effects on the ability of individuals at increased risk for MDD to evaluate the motivational value of incentives, to learn from rewards and to make adaptive decisions. In particular, the effect of stress exposure on reward valuation might be amplified when more cognitive resources are at disposal to process threat-related informations. In turn, at-risk individuals may exhibit increased propensity to avoid negative feedback and penalties in threatening contexts, resulting in impaired decision making and reward learning. In addition, caudate recruitment across all conditions in HVul compared to HCon suggests that at-risk individuals might be proner to have increased difficulties to engage in goal-oriented behaviors. Altogether, higher difficulty to evaluate reward value, to engage in motivated behaviors combined with increased sensitivity to negative feedback might result in stronger risk for developing anhedonic symptoms. These findings may open new avenues to build up a better understanding of the role played by stress exposure in the vulnerability for major depression. Stress might precipitate reward dysfunctions which manisfest as anhedonic symptoms. Further investigation is needed to disentangle the complex relationship linking reward processing to stress reactivity and cognitive processes in the etiology of MDD.
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[^1]: *Note* Healthy control individuals (HCon) without increased familial risk for major depressive disorder (MDD); healthy adults with increased familial risk for MDD (HVul, healthy vulnerable individual); *N*, number; *M*, mean; *SD*, standard deviation; *SE*, standard error; *df*, degree of freedom; *T*-value, Student\'s t-test; IPSE, Index of Economic Status Position according to the Swiss population; BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory-II; MADRS, Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale; MDD, Major Depressive Disorder.

[^2]: *Note*. A four-fold repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to determine the effect of group as between-subject factor as well as the effect of stress, reward and load as the within-subject factors. Additionally, a four-fold repeated measures ANCOVA was conducted to evaluate the main effect of subclinical depressive symptoms assessed with the scores at the Beck Depression inventory-II (BDI-II; [@bib0004], French version: [@bib0005]) scores (grand-mean centered) as well as its interactions with the within-subject factors. Four-fold repeated measures ANOVA and ANCOVA were corrected for multiple comparisons by applying a Bonferroni correction. Further, the significant p-value was adjusted using the Bonferroni-Holm\'s approach in order to take into account the analyses performed on three different regions-of-interest. Partial eta squared (η^2^) represents the proportion of total variance accounted for by the factor, while excluding other factors from the total explained variance (i.e. nonerror variation) in the repeated measures ANOVA ([@bib0082]). Partial eta squared (η^2^) values range from 0 to 1. Abbreviations: BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory-II, F, F-statistic with degrees of freedom for effect and error; HCon, healthy control; HVul, healthy vulnerable; η^2^, partial eta squared; NR, no-reward; R, reward; WM, working memory.
